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I. INTRODUCTION

1. This study has been prepared.in. response to a recommendation ma.de by the Lusaka ' '
EGAV-UNDAT:second Council of Ministers and the Supervisory Committee -of "Officials-at "
their meetings held in lusaka. In. April and July-1976 oh the need for'the preparation of.
a-study on the possibilities of establishing a clearim and payments system for the';"v
eastern and southern African, countries. Thus, the contents of the study'are part of
the results of the trade promotional survey carried out in these countries.

II. JUSTIFICATION FOR'THE ESTABLISHMENT OF AN E>]STrPJTia\ffL PATIENTS SYSTEM - • : ■•

2. In order to justify the establishment of such a system it is important to
demonstrate in practical terms the advantages which may accrue from such arrangements. .•
For this purpose, we-have to-examine;the existing trade-flow figures as well as the'
volume-of trade.potential expected to be exchanged between.four of the countries -
concerned for the period 1973-1975.- '*■'-'■ ': '■''''.,.

3. Here, weimay mention that Kenya's total exports to the countries of the £SA countries
were $US148.4 millionin 1973, $USl86.4 million in 1974'ancV£US178 million in 1975- the-,
relevant.percentages were-32.3.-31.5 and 30.4, respectively, of the value of its total
exports to the whole world. Though these proportions decreased during the period under
consideration yet, nevertheless, they are comparatively substantial, ■ ■

4. Also, total exports from the United Republic of;1knzania to the countries'concerned
were$US39.3 million, $US4l.8 million -and .$US36. 4 million in nominal for the years '• ' ' .
1973, 1974 and 1975; respectively, percentage-wise the proportions in relation to total
exports to the whole world, were 11.5, 10-9 and 9.5 over the three-year period. Desoite,
the decline in these, percentages they can still be.concidcred to be"reasonably high.

5. Uganda's exports, on the other hand, were $US15 million, $US11.7 million and
fcUS4.9 ro111*0^ successively for the three years under review. The percentages"involved
were 4.8, 3-6 and 1.8: despite the drop, they may still be considered to^be significant.

6. Further, Zambia's exports to the same countries' during the three-year period
amounted \-o &US13.6 million in 1973, $US26.7 million in 1974 and $US6.2 -wnnio-1 in 1975;
These amounts represent 1.1. 2 and 1 per cent of the value of its total exports to the .
whole world. Since Zambia is not at present-a member of the East African Ccc-munity.
these proportions, though almost constant over the relevant period, may be considered to""
be significantly; high, , . ■

7..The over-all current export figures for all the countires involved were $US2l6;5 million
in 1973, $US266.6 million in 1974 and $US225.6 irdllion in 1975: there vas thus an increase
of $US50.1. million between 1973 and 1974 and a decline of $US4i million between 1974 and'
1975. If, however,.we take into account the total 1975 exports to the countries of the ESA
countries alone, then,.as indicated, S^U3225.6 million-will be the share of these countries
in the total-nominal,'value of the current exports to be exchanged within the proposed
institutional payments system for the ESA countries. This is a fairly substantial amount
constituting about 11 per cent of the value of these countries' total exports to the whole
world-. If we exclude Zambia then this ratio-will rise to about 18 per cent, the '
difference of 7 per cent is explained by the fact that Zambia's total exports to the whole
world in 1975 were comparatively large, i.e. about $113811 million. The ratio of 18 per
cent could be attributed to the present trade and payments institutional arrangements
existing within '.:he East African Community system.
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with 5 - 6 per cent for exports to countries outsidethe ESA countries.
jg

III. PROPOSED FORMS OF BJSTITOTITOX CLEARING AND PAYKEW1S AJffiANffiMMS FOR THE

10. Having justified the establishment of such arrangements in the area
proceed to present a brief survey of the min featuredo7SneSrv co^e
arrangements. This matter will be tackled in the fon^ln^order! C°^Pe

A.

n* S^!?1? bilateraI clearing and payments "arrangerrents:
a. r-iiltilateral clearing and payments arrangements-
C. A payments union-
D. A monetary union!

Slinple bilateral clearing and pavmsnts arrangements

H

12 Each central bank in the ESA countries may be granted a mutual.fixed amount of credit

rsiPfPssg
or currencies to be agreed upon beforehand. The maximum volume of
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13- In all these cases, the exchange rates between the two national currencies as

well as between then,and the relevant foreign currency may be fixed, usually at current

par value. Also, the exchange-rates in question may be guaranteed' (exchange guarantee)

against devaluation or inconvertibility or any other exchange risk during the validity
of the agreement. . ' : '.:

14. Under such an .arrangement the designated corrmercial banks in each of. the partner
countries can handle transactions eligible for clearing. In so doing, they may seek

inmediate reimbursement for the amounts involved from the relevant central banks in the
countries, or they may establish mutual working balances within the limits.of which

payments could be made. Recourse to the relevant central banks could take place only
in regard to payment of.amounts: in excess of agreed limits. The items concerned,
normally include some or all of the current'account transactions covering goods and
services relevant to them..

15- For this purpose, a list of .goods originating in the' partner countries, to be
traded is prepared and each-article on-the*list, including all relevant'services, is.
agreed upon. Nevertheless/ this* arrangement', should be voluntary, in the sense that
exchange nay or may not actually take place in'regard to some or even all of the goods
and services concerned. . . " ■ . ' :

16. ■ This-simple bilateral form of clearing and payments arrangments may be linked to
some kind of institutional preferential-trade arran^nents; such as a preferential trade
area, a customs union or a conmon market. . However; it could work independently of any

such arrangements. The.mere existence^of such trade arrangements could, however, pave
the way for the ultimate establishment of such systems in the future. '•■■*■

B. t Multilateral ..clearing and payments arrangements

17-' This system also represents a voluntary ■arrangement among central banks under'
which they can accept bank notes,, cheques -and. other transfer instruments expressed

in the national currencies of the countries concerned, in agreed units of account or
in prescribed convertible foreign currencies for the purpose of compensating debits .
and credits through, a^central agent, and as a-clearing house or union. As in the . .
previous case., exchange.;could be confined to all or some specified current accbiint '
transactions and services as may be agreed-upon between the participants. 'Capital :

transactions and inter-governmental■ loans and grants may -be included, if need be, by
the mutual consent of the parties involved. ' ■

18. Final settlements are, however,-made in one or a number.of convertible currencies.
Also, as, in the previous case, comercial banks would be required to handle the-' ' '
respective.documents eliplble for clearing. . :

Objectives and modalities ..... ■ \ ■ -

19. 'The objectives of all clearing and payments arrangements are, broadly speaking,
to promote the use of the currencies,of the participating countries in trade and other
transactions, to economize on the foreign reserves of the.countries concerned, to ■
encourage the countriesiof an area to liberalise trade and to promote monetary co

operation and consultations among the members of the clearing system..
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20. -Closely related, to the establishment of payments arrangements is the Introduction
oi an interim financing system, for settlements between ESA countries in the case under
^der^l0r\ ^**™2es the ^Quency of settlements and thus rlcLces-tr^s^er

also ^Plies the existence of a .combination of small but
? t0 be ^eed upon ^^ the relevant central banks and granted by
TJ? aereSd P*?**""™ of the beneficiary participant country's

f^J ? o^ members in a previous reference-year or a similar basis.
tta^ftw authorized Automatically, upon simple-request by member country
postpone the settlement of payments due to other members. '

K a^unSTnf^Lf^fp y involving sufficien
iftoo^S%« h^H ' pf"^^y when the' settlenrent period under the interim system

^ Subject t0 ^fiPt^tign and agreement
cSoTdeferrS paints.3" "^ A "**

' !^^eni10^ f?f balanoe of Payments support, the Interim financing arrangement
^cdf"on °f a reciprocal credits system involving sufficiently

hen the' settlenrent id d th it

the first credit tranche of Si etc ^s^n'^ i'6-
Credlt P°ssibilities outside the system; also any

er ^ Se°°nd ^ hl^er credit.tranches miRhflead to
tlr^f P°Ucy conditionally which ml^t contradict the

under^h? n™^ envisaged■ clearing and payments arrangements. The credit ceilings
^L ^■pr°P°sed system "ay constitute the Import value of the borrwinr country for a
number of months or even a full year- or the credits, agreed upon, ma.v dontinuTfor £wo
fuXr^er^'T yearSVf ^ 6nd °f WMch the creo?TSreLents^y0te^™ for'a
further period of reasonable length and so on. Whenever a participant country exceeds the
f^LSfiJSf' P^'8"* Of "* anouftt ^ *ich the ceiling was exceeded should be effected
£r?SSv LCUn>ency- Similarly, interest on the outstanding balances should be paid
periodically at a progressive rate to be agreed upon. ' '

f fe?ture is the solidarity guarantee, i.e., collective settlement of a
S outstan^g debts in case of default. Before recourse is had■*, tMs

T O"?^?at^ ^d be con^cted as to>appropriate nonetarj- or/and
as well ^^ ^on^nf^^ \^t debt°r COUntry ^ "^ be ^ the creditor country
tS Sr'S"^" ^ alTa"Sed ^^ thenUtl ^ultations mechLis,

i country from defaulting fail and the solidarity
country may not-be allowed credit facilities unless

«« 0,1,11 secernent is effected., and it mcy also not be allowed to exercise its votinr
power within the clearing and payments institution. The debtor country may, however
be granted a short period of grace within which negotiations as to the possibility of
^S^L?0^ bencon?ucted. If no agreement is reached, the country should be made to
withdraw fVom the clearing system and appropriate steps shall be taken to recover the
^L^2£lve^-*f ^11 these efforts fail, the relevant amount may be borne collectively
by the other participating countries-in amounts prorated on the value of their credit
lines or on the basis of another reasonable formula to be developed for this purpose
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25. The harmonization and liberalization of exchange controls.in the ^A countries^are
also very relevant. At present such controls are generally enforced, and this hinders

the free : ;- flow ' '■ of '. goods and' services. " ;, Specific' .,';
dispensations1 should, therefore, be granted-whereby such systems Would be relaxed for
facilitating transactions within the ESA countries as well as for the smooth functioning

of the proposed clearing and payments syste.n.

26. An additional feature of this system is that all outstandihg' balances whether they
be related,.to reciprocal credits or interim financejand consequently to compensation of

eligible documents, should be-given, as in the preceding case,, exchange guarantees against,

inconvertibility.and devaluation.of national currencies... Ihis. could be arranged,.-as already

indicated, through the introduction.of a unit of: account.. All■■■-. transactions passing ■. .

thrpugti the clearing system.could be denominated on the basis.of this unit of account, ;■

which 'could be .called, the east-southern African unit of. account (ESAUA)_.^;Its par value, .
could be set.by, the clearing institution to be.adopted: Initially it might befequivalent .
to one special.drawing rights (SDR). . Later ons its par value mi#it be:determined on-the ,.
basis of a weighted average- of. a number,of relevant and stable, currencies in^the ESAcountri^
or some other, suitable arrangement or pegged "to .an appropriate trade-weighted basket,.and'

this par value.would then ■determine the conversion, rates of the various national currencies.

27..-'v.Inaddition, a;central agent,, .such as- a .clearing house, should.rbe designated', as

indicated abpye,. for the co-ordination of the bilateral .transfer accounts ,.-;the determlna-,

tion ;of,,net compensatory positions and. the .administration, of settlements under the -leader-:;

ship and guidance ,of a.competent, executive, officer...- :This central agent ..might be;called •
the Eas^rSouth.African Clearing House. (ESACH).. A, committee, .or some.;such body consisting.. ■

of ..representatives-: of all the.member countries fcould be established: within the framework- ;■'

of ESACH 'in order ;to supervise.the clearing operations.and..conduct.consultations, j. when
necessary., to.ensure the .efficient, functioning of the system, . . ;.....-

Transitional'arrangements . ". . ..'.. , ... :. .-;.■■■■ -. . r ; . •■■■ '. ;

28.' If clearing and payments arrangements;.ahd.^.as,-the.■ones-idescribed.above.;are.adopted,
all parties existing bilateral clearing and payments arrangements in the sub-region

may<--agree to channel .transactions made under.,such arrangements .through-the^proposed.

clearing, house.,. Any existing bilateral' trade -agreements should not be renewed upon-their,
expiry, and any outstanding balances in this, respect, should be settled through ESACH.-

29. As in the case.of. simple...bilateral Clearing-, and payments arrangCTnents, this

multilateral system need not be linked to any form of trade institutional ..arrangements ■;;.

though such a linkage is preferable*since its mere existence may constitute an effective

stimulant to further - trade expansion within the ESA countries. ....

C. Payments;union . . ,: . : ■ . - - ■ ...:,.

30. [Ihis is a more intimate and. ambitious kind of clearing and payments arrangement, y.

It is, normally associated with parallel agreements for extensive trade and exchange v - -

liberalisation. as well as with the reduction or elimination .of Tariffs among the ■ -■ ..
participating ESA.,countries. If _such-a system is to evolve into a-full-. . ..

pledged-payments union for the area; it should comprise .three basic elements, -in ■: . ■
addition to the .clearing arrangements, of the. type already ...described: .the extension of

mutual ;credi^.assistance;beyond.interiin finance and/or the; short-term -reciprocal credits

as outlined in the preceding paragraphs; the pooling of'a portion of the foreign exchange.-..
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reserves, o£ the participating countries .of the ESA countries; and, in_ addition,.to consulta

tions to ensure" the; proper ' functioning of the/system, etc. /the 'adoption of rules "
governing multilateral ■consultations and co-operation oh national monetary, and fiscal
policies. ' - ■ -!i -.'•■■ ■ • ■ ''

Mitual assistance agreements

31. *"■ All agreements concerning the provision of credit assistance, as Indicated above,
shouldbe discretionary and not compulsory in.any way, especially at the initial stage.

Experience suggests that payments union systems reauire the support of mutual "assistance
in order to enable, the relevant countries .in the ESA countries with balance of payments
deficits^ honour their cormltments without excessive and unnecessary-recourse to-escape~—
clauses./ In'a ndlieu extensive -trade and^payments liberalization and. tariff reductions
and elimination, the inclusion of escape-clauses in the paynierTtsragreements-,may become
necessary. ..Neverthelesss they should be resorted to only in' conditions of extreme

necessity, hence, the importance of mutual financial assistance whereby recourse :ta
escape clauses couZJ be avoided, or at least minimized. Assistance could be provided by

those members of the system who benefit most from the liberalization measures adopted.

However, even they cannot be expected to extend credit assistance indefinitely to countries

with persistent deficits .which'do not make the necessary efforts to redress the situation.

The borrowing rights involved-shouldj therefore, not be characterized by any sort of ■

automaticity except perhaps for■■ short-term maturities (three,;to six months). The provision

of substantial medium- and long-term credits .(from one to three or five or more years.)

should be linked to mutual agreements amonp; the member countries on the monetary and'

fiscal- policies to'be followed"by borrowers ;in.order:to redress.their payments imbalances

in the. manner least disadvantageous to the..other members. This .applies also to such
policies as would be pursued by the lending member'countries themselves for the purpose
of easing the adjustment process and the repayment by borrowing members of their

obligations. Briefly, the mutual assistance arrangements should be-designed in such a
way as to elicit from all members enough policy harmonization to ensure, In the long-run,

a viable equilibrium.in the membersf payments positions. : -

32. The.achievement ,of-this., equilibrium should not involve; straitjacketing, in separate
compartments, the payments balance of each member country with the. rest of the trading

group in the sub-region, on the one hand, arid with the rest of the world, on the other.
The most desirable trade pattern of any of the countries of the ESA countries will, however,

involve multilateral offsetting of its deficits.with some.trading.partners and of its
surpluses with the others. .::-::

33. Borrowing and lending operations cannot therefore be related.exclusively to a^
country's deficits or surpluses within the eastern and southern African countries alone.

No one country in the sub-region should be prevented from borrowing nor forced to lend

because it provides its counterparts in the area with more goods than it ijiports from
them. Therefore, the-adoption.of: a balance of payments^vctrlter|^~-betweerKESAcci3untries to

determine borrowing rights and lending, obligations would be all.the more unrealistic:when

applied to countries which cover only .a..small, proportion of their overall trade .volume
and capital transactions at present and whose payments position is, therefore, over
whelmingly dependent on their extra-ESA countries:transactions>. at least for the time-being

The need of a :membeF,-;Country-for assistance, or alternatively, its ability.to provide
assistance to other member countries should, therefore, be■.determined.by its over-all
payments and reserve position'.■■■'" . ■ . .. . , -.-:■ . . . -
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3^- The mutual assistance system might Include the establishment of a common pool' oflf: ■'-:;■
foreign currencies comprising prescribed portions of the foreign exchange reserves of the1 ■■.-.
;participant countries. Such as arrangement is normally an essential element of the payments

union as it constitutes a. basic source of financing' for member countries which need'currericy-

especially the-major reserve.currencies - to meet fluctuations in their.overall.reserve '■-

positions. Pooling .may be introduced at a modest level, starting, for instancy -with
contribution representing a relatively low proportion of gross foreign exchamp^'reserves

and then increased gradually. The contributions could be deposited vjith the ESA countries

Payments Union; It may be possible for this institution to supplement these contributions

by borrowing abroad, both bilaterally and multilatierally, with the./mutual" and solidarity- '-
guarantee.of all the participating countries in the .ESA countries. ■' The.pool might also:be

funded by Members-Rolling voluntary, foreign exchange deposits with the-Payments Union,. ■

the abpve^nentioned. specified amounts. . " - ....... •-..■■

35. -Morepyer, as ?.« indicated above it is essential to.liarmonize..economic. - monetary ■

and fiscal; policies within the framework of a payments union system;t>ence^:the;,importance

of establishing ■ a multilateral system for consultations and. ^licy. harmonization and ■
cc^-orciination. Such .collective action would only be confined.tq,the .efficient:operation" . V

of the clearing mechanism, the administration of the foreign exchange reserves pool and

the mutual assistance system, etc., but it would extend-beyond these limits-, into the

areas of economic, monetary and fiscal co-ordination'as. indicated above and. trade ■■• ■ *'.-.

liberalization and the reduction and/or -elimination1 ;bf,. tariffs. This. is. particular- ■ -:-r"
ly true if the. ESA ■ countries " -: are seriously considering economic integration"'V.

schemes, by., for example, creating a preferential trade area^ a-custons union or ' ■-:

corrmon market.. ' ''■■•,;:•

36. The system in question could become an integral part of the payments-union for the ESA

countries, to be called, the East-Southern'African Payments, Union (ESAPU). Thus, it ; -y
would be .'possible to form committees for carrying out ;the,7functions related to the different

aspects of the consultative and co-6rdinative processes of ESAPU. ■ ' -■-■.;■

D. ■ Monetary union . _ ■ ■ :.-: ; .;-

37.. - A monetary union is the most advanced form of.mpnetary co-operation. It,involves' • ■.■'.

the 'introduction of a common single' currency for'the 'participating countries; cormion: -.. \

monetary, credit, fiscal and exchange policies*, full pooling of foreign exchange reserves.

the establishment of a common central bank, possibly on a federal.basis, and, as in the

case of a payment union3 a mutual assistance system/ . . • ■

38. Many difficulties.are bound to' arise, and this imposes the adoption of a pragmatic ■ .

and gradual approach, in,which the viability of the proposed monetary.union and-of its ■'■ "

adaptation to the particular conditions of the ESA countries is tested before full and

irrevocable commitments are negotiated among the prospective members in the area. Such a

pradual approach might naturally, evolve, from the payments union system and .the related

mutual assistance facilities outlined in the preceding paragraphs. -

39. A common single currency, however, should be introduced gradually by transferring , -

the liability of the currency issues from the previous national central banks" to the :riew;"',.
common institution. Initially, the participating countries might retain their own

currency and full control over their own monetary credit and fiscal polcies, agreeing only
to a system of minimum deposit obligations as in the case of "a'payments union. Every

effort should be directed towards the successful maintenance of exchange rate stability
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g onal currencies within +** re a ...
consolidated by adopS^^vS^S^ ^Tf'^'V^ stab^ty could-lat
par value throughout the Sea Ms^oulc^l^tf0 circulating them at a unifo
.of,a cor™n currency as well as do Lav w^th tnTu^if8 thS T* f°P the ^rodu
in operation until the time of the Section nT%?***?*»** ****** supposed t
even concurrently with it. introduction of the uniform par value system or

fTn^^\l%t^e^l^ Sf^i^r ^ #***>. the
political sovereignty should be ueftaSln ^TOnetfy Integration-"with national '
preservation of uncondltCl oonvSiSt™n! SS worteble' fce™s providing for the
the transitional stupe. Agreement ™st hf™ 1 f 2™*^ of the union during
harmonization to avoid ttes^oTTJesslTo?^^3^' ensuri^ efficient
pressures from s b i £^1^^°™^ ^fl

avoid ttes^oTTJesslTo?^^^' ^ efficie
pressures from some members of the union to others £^1^^°™^ Or ^flation
the interests of the participating countries ^ ^ S sa£e2JJa«is are obviously in

2S-.S 32£SSSSs tEBIsVTt°™' --■'C^1S^

reserves is finally achieved. ^ a" °f the ^^^1^ countries' monetary

aLe, ^<ST^^!TgB^S^llSSh^ ^ ^°rtant-: ^ indicated
federal basis, to replace ultimtelvlS ~iJf ^f ' •nreferaM-V one established on
institution could becreat^ on?y ^enthe r^^^f °?ntral bankS- Su<=" an
It could then take responsibilSy for issudnf^etlf mi CUITCnCy "^ is ^ched
system, i^lanenting the required monetSv^oWS TS currenc*> controlling the credit
holding government accounts, lontroiifnfln^n y' .f?1"" as a lender of last resort,
foreiPn exchange reserves a^X^t tlZ^f^^^^^iy5^' administeri
and responsibilities of the existing ZtlorS. S^ bantS. C0Untrles the nonl tJ

Silts ^SaTb^ syste, of mutual assistance whose
union. Such a system is needed botn^fo?SJ~ a*^-tered by a payments

fo^ign exchange res^X^SSWX

IV. CHOICE ANQNG ALTERNATIVE PAMMS AND CLEARING'SYS<WK

It now remains for-the ^^ountrit^ arrangements, and
ine system chosen or* an ar1 +- ^ • ^>>v±uiib uo tnem

tions in. the ESA cnunfyiftc 3 . . . must naturally fit in with r>'noi(m-!T4«n.

considerations, including the following ones: SeleCted ta the "«>* of a.number of
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, (a) It should preferably.be linked,,as Indicated abcve, with, some suitable form
of trade arrangement, such as a preferential trade area, a customs union or a common
market. However, though preferable, such a'.linkage is .not necessary in the case of '

simple bilateral clearing and payments arrangements (type A) or-even in that of

multilateral arrangements (type B). However, since it may be preferable for a payments
union (ESAPU) to be related to a system of extensively liberal trade and payments, as
mentioned earlier, this type of arrangement should be linked with any of the variants

of institutional trade arrangements envisaged.

,(b) The form of payments system adopted should be outwardlooking, in the sense"
that;its policies and practices should be- conducted in such a way as to-make it possible

for it to forge some sort of co-operation or even ultimately to integrate with similar
instituions in the other subregions of the continent.

.■ (c). if the payments system chosen falls below the level of the monetary union,-7
it should be capable of assuming a more advanced form when.circumstances so-permit.- *
In .other vrards.it should be possible for a simple bilateral system: to be developedvihto a
multilateral, one, for a multilateral system to become a payments union and for a, ./:
payments union to be made into a monetary union. : .. ' ''' ' '

The system should operate on a voluntary basis in the sense that members may

confine themselves to transactions related to a specified group of goods and services
or to a certain overall volume of transations. They mipfrt also be" free to participate
or not to participate in the mutual financial assistance system, etc. Countries should

also have the right to withdraw from the arrangement at any time they so desire.

(e) In the light of the survey carried out in the ESA .countries in this respect,
one country is in favour of type (A), a simple bilateral arrangement; another one is in
favour of .type (B), covering multilateral arrangements, i.e., the clearing house; a
third, country chose type (C), the payments union, while a fourth country has expressed-
no opinion in this respect.

: Only pne country in the area favoured type (D) ^- the monetary union; Since the

type.(D) arrangement is.an advanced form-of payrnents systems, its'eventual institution
would depend on successful experiments with the other three types of payments'

arrangements. Such experience would rake it possible to develop suitable criteria and
guidelines for the establishment of more.realistic and long-lasting payments^ unions,and
eventually a monetary union could be established. * \ ■ ■

(f), Any of these clearing and payments arrangements may be participated
in by all the K^A countries-. orby. as few as two. The important thing'is to ^
make.a.beginning. If the system chosen .operates successfully, countries that may .:■'.'

originally have decided to remain outside, the system may join it later on'. In the case
of-the. West African Clearing House, for instance, only five countries signed the ■■ " '
agreement concerning its establishment in IVtetrch 1975,'even though there are many more

countries in the West African subregion; the Economic Community of West African States

(ECCWAS) has fifteen member countries, some on which may well decide to join the Clearing
House in the future as a result of its successful operation and their belief that
accession to membership in it would be to their benefit.
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(g) The preceding paragraphs contain, a broad framework-of the principles, ideas
and-facts involved in the introduction of a chosen, and payments arrangements in the

area. .Once an appropriate arrangement is closing steps could be taken to work out ■

details and to establish the legal, institutional and" administrative framework involved.

V. - RELATIONSHIP VTIK THE EAST AFRICAN COMMUNITY '

^5. Efforts are now being made to the whole East African Community system and it is
not yet clear what shape the reformed system will take. The clearing and payments
arrangements under the Community Treaty are operated on a bilateral basis. - The main

features of this system can be outlined as follows.

46. Commercial banks within the Community maintain accounts - working balances with
each other in order to deal with authorized transactions, which are set-off against
each other. Any amounts which exceed agreed working balances are settled by the

respective central banks. For this purpose, each central bank also maintains an account

with the other two central banks. These accounts are based on a system of reciprocal
credit allowed to a Partner State with balance of payments difficulties which has already
exercised its drawing rights under the first IMP credit tranche. Such a State may request

credit £rom a Partner State with which it has a payments deficit for the twelve 'months
previous to that request. The credit will be granted in the currency of the lending
State. . ; :■ . . ' ■■

^7. The amount of credit outstanding at any one time may not however, exceed the equiva
lent of one-sixth the value of the goods transferred from the Partner State granting '
the credits to the recipient Partner State in the preceding twelve months.

48. Also no one participant State is obliged, except by agreement, to grant credits
which, in any one year, total more than one twelfth the value of goods transferred from
it to the recipient country in the preceding year.

^9- The agreed limits of these reciprocal credits are at present in the region, of
5 to 10 million shillings, which constitutes only about 4 to 5 per cent of the volume
of trade transacted.

50. Settlement takes place only when the value of the total transactions undertaken
exceeds the agreed limits. At present, though transactions are denominated in shillings,
repayment of excess amounts is made in American dollars. This practice differs from
that followed by the West African Clearing House (WACH) where settlement, though based
on the Vfest African unit of account; is effected in a number of agreed convertible
currencies. (The present value of one unit of account is equal to that of one special
drawing right). Such an arrangement constitutes a sort of built-in exchange guarantee,
against inconvertibility and devaluation;" Though policy harmonization is preferable,
this practice allows each participant country in the subregion to follow the economic,
monetary and fiscal policies it desires at least for the time being It also reduces
transfer costs as under this system., settlements, are made less frequently than when there
are no clearing and payments arrangements of any kind.

51. Thus, the Community's reciprocal credit system, though bilateral, goes beyond the
limits of interim finance to become a somewhat broader but'still very moclest, roitual
assistance arrangement.
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52. Another feature of the system relates to.the par value of the shilling. The
Treaty states that both the" currency notes of the. member countries' and remittance -.-
between them may be effected at official par value without exchange commission.- This,
it is generally understood does hot constitute uniform par value; the introduction of
an appropriate unit of account, may overcome any"difficulties arising out of the
existing- Corrmunity's par value system. ' "

Payments and capital transfers

53: In the Community 'Treaty, the Partner States undertake to permit, in the.currency
of the country in which the creditor or beneficiary resides, all bona fide payments
on current account as defined in the Treaty. In general, current payments include pay
ments for goods of all kinds as well as for services related thereto.■■ ■

54. Each member country also undertakes-to permit transfers -on capital account,
except to the extent that it considers.that control of certain categories of such
transfers is necessary for furthering its own economic development as well'as-for
increasing trade consistent with the aims .of the. .Community;. provided that no- such control
shall be iirposed by a member country iri such a manner as to prejudice the.ability of the
Community, the East African Development Bank or the Corporations to perform the functions
conferred upon any of them by the Treaty or under any other law to. be .introduced in
this connexion.- -Nevertheless, two of the Partner States,- subject inter-state-payments
to exchange controls though the financial effects.of such a practice are quite limited,
lnis is because all current account transactions, are automatically approved'• other
payments are limited in amount. ' Also, one of the Partner States demands■prepayment in
r!!§aT2. °* exports to.another Partner'State but this seems to be a temporary measure
and thus does not constitute a permanent feature of the payments., system! . However,
mainly travellers and' border trade suffer froh such restrictions. Desoite the controls
it has been found to be difficult to prevent capital, .outflows .through blaek market
practices: thus, inter-state exchange controls seem to be necessary as -long as there is
an incentive to-export capital illegally between the Partner States. '',

55. In regard to■ harmonization of economic 'and monetary policies, all-member countries
haye agreed to pursue an economic policy aimed at ensuring, eauilibrium in their over-all
balance of payments and confidence in their currencies. They have also apreed to
endeavour.'to harmonize their monetary policies to the extent required for the proper
functioning of- the Conmon Market and the -fulfilment of the aims of the Community. It

t?Hz ' ^T^' "■** ? ?**** of -reasons» Pr°ve to. be-extremely difficult to co-ordinate
such policies, especially fiscal policies. This has caused- deviations from the
original'-pattern of almost uniform alignment of cost structures and prices, both-relative
and general, which is essential for the. smooth operation of the Comnunity system.

56. The East African Community system,, does not fundamentally contradict the proposed
^^'WlT^ described above. It is,.in. fact,, a ccnfcinattai" of

that which may possibly be adopted for the Eastern and::Southem African.-countries. Also,
rut%!!£deK™Se^nfcs witMn ^e Conmmity system might put-,constraints on the free
flow-.of trade between the Cormunlty countries and the other ESA countries - -
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57. Nevertheless, for the above-mentioned reasons .and also become the Comnunity. is at

present' undergoing a process of reform, it may be wondered there may be reason to.

believe whether that:whatever payments system is chosen should not be independent of'
■the Community system for' the time being'although.the Community permits membership in
it of other African countries and, some countries in the area have already shown" their
desire to join.

58. When circumstances permit serious consideration should be given to the amalgamation
of the two systems, which would make it possible to overcome the few small difficulties
indicated above. '.".-"" ."...■■.' v

VT. RECCM^ENDATIO^S '

1. In view of the. fact that" the volume of. trade,"both current., and potential,
within the subre</ion is^expected to.be comparatively large because, of the
size of transactions would"'also be substantial, it is recommended .that an
institutional clearing;; and' payments system for the ESA. countries be established
as soon as possible; ' . ... ..;•.-■■■

2. It is also recommended that one of the forms of clearing and.payments^ . ■• . ;.
arrangements outlined in this paper be chosen for the subregion.■; It may

be recalled that a number of alternative.institutional systems were
presented, one being a simple:bilateral arrangement which entails only a.; ^
few:obligations. Another possibility is" the multilateral arrangement

■: ■■■• in which,though the range df commitments is wider than in the case of the
simple bilateral arrangement, the benefits.to be derived by the participant
should be greater. The;; two -'remaining forms are the. payments union and the ■ . .
monetary union. These types are sc advanced that their adoption should ■■ : -;-: <

perhaps best be preceded by a period of successful practical experience with.the
less advanced forms before they are finally adopted. It should also be borne in

mind that the relevant central banks have an eaual role to play in types A, B
and C, but not in type D and that a similar institution to that.represented
by type B already exists in Africa, i.e. y the West .African Clearing House (WACH).
This institution has already started operations and achieved -encouraging
results. Moreover, it is expected, that WACH, by maintaining its present high ■

standard of performance, will increase, its!. membership ■-and so ultimately cover
all the countries members of the Economic Community of the West African States.
(ECOWAS). This type of clearir^ and. payments arrangement, or any appropriate
adaptation thereof,may thus;;te'well worthy'of consideration for adoption as
for'the Eastern and Southern'African countries;

3. In choosing among the proposeid forms of clearing and,payments arrangements,. - ,■ ■
due consideration should be given to the possibility of linking such

arrangements to an appropriate type of institutional trade system.. A
choice should also be ■outward-looking, in the sense that it should be possible
ultimately to amalgamate the.payments arrangements chosen for. the ESA countries,
with similar systems established or to be established in the other subregions
of Africa,:or, in any case, to establish a working relationship with such other
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T^*™' F f? arran^eirient other than a monetary union is chosen it
show a potential for develops ixito a hir^e^oflaSts'sys

5.


